
1. About how many

Unwanteds live in Artime,

according to Mr. Today?

500 (CH: Home in the Stone

Mansion - Ms. C)

2. At what time did Meghan go

to the blackboard?

8:00 (pg 58 - Jazmine C.)

3. Claire is who's daughter? Mr. Today (??? - Vanya C.)

4. During Alex's dream about

his brother, who did he see

at the end of his dream

instead of Aaron?

Justine / High Priestess (CH:

The Way it is With Twins - Ms.

C)

5. During the purge how many

"Necessaries" are there?

13 (CH 1, pg 2 - Kristine P.)

6. During the purge how many

"Wanteds" are there?

15 (CH 1, pg 2 - Kristine P.)

7. How did Samheed know

that Alex was not Aaron

during battle?

Alex is left-handed / Aaron

tried to throw something with

his right hand (CH: And So it

Happened That - Ms. C)

8. How long is the bus ride

from Quill to the Death

Farm?

15 minutes (CH 3, pg 10 -

Zahir C.)

9. How long was the ride to

the death farm?

15 minutes (CH: The Death

Farm - Ms. C)

10. How many days after Alex

kissed Lani on the cheek did

he ignore her until she

finally talked to him?

three days (CH: How - Ms. C)

11. How many pails of water

does each family receive in

Quill each week?

2 pails (CH: The Quillitary -

Ms. C)

12. How many tentacles did

Octavia lose in the battle

with Quill?

one (CH: Severing Ties - Ms.

C)

13. How old was Shawn when

Megan saw him in Artime

for the first time?

18 years old (CH: Magin & Art

- Ms. C)

14. How were members of the

Quillitary hurting

themselves during the

battle with Artime?

their guns were misfiring and

backfiring (CH: Battleground -

Ms. C)

15. If the Unwanteds did go to

war with the Quillitary, what

was Mr. Today's one

request?

that the Unwanteds do not

strike first, allow Quillitary to

begin fighting first (CH:

Exposed - Ms. C)

16. In The Unwanteds why do they

usually kill the Unwanteds?

because they are

unnecessary (CH 1 -

Raegan M.)

17. TWO PART QUESION: Which two

Unwanteds found Mr. Today's

office with the blackboards and

their images of Quill?

Alex and Samheed

(CH: Samheed's

Second Secret - Ms. C)

18. TWO PART QUESTION: On Aaron's

way to his tour on the military

base, what were the names of the

two generals in the vehicle with

him?

Governor Haluki,

Governor Strang (CH:

The Quillitary - Ms. C)

19. TWO PART QUESTION: Out of the

four gerrinos at the gate, what

were the names of the two that

spoke with Alex the first time he

revisited the gate to Quill?

Arija and Tina (CH:

The Eliminators - Ms.

C)

20. TWO PART QUESTION: What are

Alex's two styles of fine arts that

he focused on in school?

drawing and painting

(CH: School - Ms. C)

21. TWO PART QUESTION: What are

Lani's two styles of fine arts that

she focused on in school?

writing and

storytelling (CH:

School - Ms. C)

22. TWO PART QUESTION: What are

the names of Alex's three best

friends?

Lani, Meghan and

Samheed (??? - Vanya

C.)

23. TWO PART QUESTION: What are

the names of the two stone

statues guarding the entrance to

the mansion in Artime?

Simber and Florence

(whole book - Vanya

C.)

24. TWO PART QUESTION: What are

the twins' full names?

Aaron Stowe and

Alexander (Alex)

Stowe (whole book -

Vanya C.)

25. *TWO PART QUESTION: What is

the first and last name of Aaron's

brother, who is also Unwanted?

Alex Stowe (class)

26. TWO PART QUESTION: What type

of animal is Gunnar and what color

is he?

wolf / grey (CH:

Broken Ties - Ms. C)

27. TWO PART QUESTION: What were

Mr. Today's two requests to the

Unwanteds if they chose to stay in

Artime?

1. never contact

family/home 2. take

classes that Mr. Today

offers to avoid war

with Quill (CH: Artime

- Ms. C)
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28. TWO PART QUESTION: What

were the two ways to leave

Quill, according to the

gerrinos at the gate?

the gate to Artime and a

secret passage to islands

(CH: The Eliminators - Ms. C)

29. TWO PART QUESTION: Who

did Will Blair want to hurt in

Quill and why?

Aaron because he "tattled"

on Will / Aaron was the

reason Will went to Artime

(CH: Where There's a Will -

Ms. C)

30. What are the paperclips

called in triangle form?

Scatter Clips (??? - Vanya C.)

31. What character guarded the

secret hallway that led to

the staircase to Mr. Today's

office?

Simba (CH: On a Dark Night

- Ms. C)

32. What character had a boat in

the lagoon at Artime?

Claire (CH: On a Dark Night

- Ms. C)

33. What city did Alex grow up

in?

Quill (pg. 1 - Kristine P.)

34. What color are the

Eliminators' eyes?

red (pg 15 - Kristine P.)

35. What did Aaron say that

Alex and Marcus warned him

about when he told Justine

why he had been taken to

Artime?

the general's son (Will/Will

Blair) was going to try to kill

him (CH: Aaron - Ms. C)

36. What did Alex do to the

green paper origami dragon

in the library to help it from

crashing after it flew?

he drew eyes (CH: Together

in Action - Ms. C)

37. What did Alex find out about

Aaron after he visited

Artime?

Aaron reported many

Unwanteds, Aaron didn't

want to go to Artime, Aaron

wanted to be in Quill (CH:

Broken Ties - Ms. C)

38. What did Alex find written

on the door of the third

floor of the library?

archives (CH: The Library -

Ms. C)

39. What did Lani's father turn

into when they met during

the battle between Quill

and Artime?

wolf / large grey wolf (CH:

Severing Ties - Ms. C)

40. What did people in Quill do

with their leftover scraps of

food?

they bury them (CH: How -

Ms. C)

41. What did Samheed's father

hit Samheed with during

battle?

shield (CH: Battleground -

Ms. C)

42. What did Samheed's father say to Samheed

as he tried to kill him?

"Die 1,000

deaths!" (CH:

Battleground

- Ms. C)

43. What did the High Priest request when she

arrived in Artime and realized it existed?

a private

meeting (CH:

Visitors - Ms.

C)

44. What does Aaron whisper to Alex after all

the names were called for the Unwanteds?

"Good-bye"

(CH 1, pg 3 -

Kristine P.)

45. What does Alex do to try and prove to

Aaron that he wasn't dreaming when they

first saw one another when Alex returns to

Quill?

he punches

him (CH:

Together

Again - Ms.

C)

46. What do the Wanteds and Necessaries call

the place that the Unwanteds get sent to?

The Death

Farm (CH 3,

pg 10 -

Shaelee W.)

47. *What is the "choosing ceremony" called? Purge (Ch 1,

pg 1 - Zahir

C.)

48. What is the color of the guardians that

guard the door into artime?

black (??? -

Vanya C.)

49. *What is the girl's name with jet black hair

and moony blue eyes that Alex meets on

the bus to the death farm?

Lani (CH 3,

pg 11-16 -

Vanya C.)

50. What is the high priest's name? Justin (pg. 5 -

Kristine P.)

51. *What is the instrument that Meghan

played?

oboe (CH 9 /

Page #: 57 -

Kaden L.)

52. What is the name of the day Unwanteds

get eliminated?

The Purge

(CH 1 - Vanya

C.)

53. What is the name of the giant stone

cheetah that stands guard of the mansion?

Simber (CH

8, pg 45 -

Calvin S.)

54. What is the name of the stone cheetah in

Artime?

Simber (CH 8

/ pg. 44 -

Shaelee W.)

55. What is the name of the stone lady in

Artime?

Florence (CH

8, pg 44 -

Shaelee W.)

56. What is the name of the village where

Aaron, Alex and their parents lived?

Quill (???? -

Vanya C.)

57. What is the place called where the

unwanteds die?

Death Farm

(CH 2, pg 10

- Zahir C.)



58. What is the saying of Quill? Quill prevails when the

strong survive (CH 6,

pg 28 - Zahir C.)

59. What is the verbal cue that

makes the scatterclips lethal?

Die a thousand deaths.

(CH 45, pg 367 - Calvin

S.)

60. What kind of animal greeted

Alex and the Unwanteds at the

Death Farm?

tortoise (CH: The Death

Farm - Ms. C)

61. What kind of medal are the gates

to the death farm made out of?

iron (pg 13 - Kristine P.)

62. What kind of poetry was used in

the battle between Artime and

Quill?

slam poetry (CH:

Battleground - Ms. C)

63. What material did Alex use in his

first defensive spell, where he

would throw a material at an

object to make it freeze?

clay (CH: Windows and

Doors - Ms. C)

64. What options did Mr. Today give

Justine after their meeting in

Artime?

1. stay in Artime forever

2. be eliminated 3.

return to Quill via magic

(CH: Exposed - Ms. C)

65. What talent do the Unwanteds

have that the people of Quill

think is dangerous?

creativity (??? - Calvin

S.)

66. What tool does Alex use to turn

invisible?

A paintbrush. (CH 26 /

Page #: 196 - Kaden L.)

67. What type of weapons did the

governors have in Quill?

handguns / guns (CH:

Defense - Ms. C)

68. What type of wood were the

floors made of in the hallway

that Alex could see that led to

Mr. Today's office?

mahogany (CH: The

Mostly Secret Hallway -

Ms. C)

69. What was Aaron's goal in the

Quillitary?

become the High Priest

(CH: The Quillitary - Ms.

C)

70. What was Megan's fine art focus

in school?

music (CH: School - Ms.

C)

71. What was Mr. Today's first name? Marcus (CH: Mr. Today -

Ms. C)

72. What was Samheed's fine art

focus in school?

acting (CH: School - Ms.

C)

73. What was the daily quota for

barrels of water on the military

base in the Quillitary?

30 barrels per day (CH:

The Quillitary - Ms. C)

74. What was the first name of the

tortoise that greeted the

Unwanteds when they arrived to

the Death Farm?

Jim (CH: Mr. Today - Ms.

C)

75. What was the first weapon Alex

used in Magical Warrior Training?

scatterclips (CH:

Magical Warrior

Training - Ms. C)

76. What was the loud, strange noise

that Alex and the Unwanteds

heard from the teenagers in

Artime?

singing (CH: Artime -

Ms. C)

77. What was the most important

class to Aaron at Quillary?

Governmental History

of Quill (CH: Parallel

Lessons - Ms. C)

78. What was the name of Megan's

brother who was living in Artime?

Shawn (CH: Home in

the Stone Mansion - Ms.

C)

79. What was the name of the

character who made Artime?

Mr. Today / Marcus

(CH: Lessons and

Warnings - Ms. C)

80. What was the name of the high

priest?

Justine (CH: The Purge -

Ms. C)

81. What was the name of the spell

that Megan could do which

caused someone's feet to get

hot?

Fire Step (CH: One by

One, The Warriors - Ms.

C)

82. What was the name of the

teacher with eight arms?

Miss Octavia (CH: One

by One, The Warriors -

Ms. C)

83. What was the number of the

house the Stowes lived in?

54-43 (CH 1, pg 3 -

Jazmine C.)

84. What was the size of the kitchen

Mr. Today showed the children?

It was the size of six

quill houses put

together (pg 45 -

Jazmine. C)

85. What was the word on the button

that kept the board in the

Unwanted's rooms from randomly

sharing information and

announcements?

shush (CH: Magin & Art

- Ms. C)

86. What was unique about the boy

and girl hallways in the Mansion

in Artime?

only boys could see

boy halls, only girls

could see girl halls

(CH: Home in the Stone

Mansion - Ms. C)

87. What was Will Blair's father's

position in the Quillitary?

general (CH: Inevitable

- Ms. C)



88. What were the adults called who

helped the Unwanteds to train during

the Teen Warrior Class?

Experts (CH:

Gaining Ground -

Ms. C)

89. What word did people chant during

Marcus' speech while he announced

Quill and Artime would be at peace in

the future?

today! (CH: What

Remained - Ms. C)

90. Where does Aaron arrive in Artime

when he was brought there the first

time?

Mr. Today's office

(CH: The Visitor -

Ms. C)

91. Where is the purge held? in an amphitheater

(CH1, pg 3 -

Kristine P.)

92. Where was Alex when his 3D door first

turned into a real door?

Mr. Today's office

(CH: There's a Way

- Ms. C)

93. Which two characters were using

origami paper in the library to practice

spells?

Alex and Megan

(CH: Together in

Action - Ms. C)

94. Which Unwanted used spells on Alex

because he started his Magical Warrior

Training after all the others in his

group?

Lani (CH: Lessons

and Warnings -

Ms. C)

95. Which Unwanted was the first to see

another hallway near the boy's and

girl's hallway that others could not

see?

Samheed (CH:

Home in the Stone

Mansion - Ms. C)

96. Who helped Alex change the

blackboard message that claimed he

had gone to Quill in the middle of the

night and not returned?

Clive (CH: What

Happens - Ms. C)

97. *Who is Aaron's brother, who is

Unwanted?

Alex (CH 1 -

Raegan M.)

98. Who is Justine? The high priest of

Quill. (CH 1, pg 2

- Kristine P.)

99. Who snitched on Samheed, keeping

him from going to the Quillary?

Aaron (CH:

Samheed's First

Secret - Ms. C)

100. Who strolled pass the staircase? Mr. Today (CH

Home in the stone

mansion , Page #:

45 - Micah K.)

101. Why did Alex

break into Mr.

Today's office

during lunch?

to see his brother Aaron, to see his

family on the blackboards, to see Aaron

on the blackboards (CH: A Glimpse of

Quill - Ms. C)

102. Why did Mr.

Ranger get a day

off?

he had an unwanted daughter (CH:

Wanted - Ms. C)

103. Why was Mr.

Today worried

about Alex

learning magic?

he thought Alex would try to find Aaron

(CH: Mr. Today's Office - Ms. C)


